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Please accept this invitation to journey together, joyfully, through two sacred spaces: the liquid
blue playground of the dolphins and whales, and the luminous, opalescent realms of angelic
beings in Lemuria. The wisdom of these two worlds, populated with ascending beings of love
and light, is of immeasurable wealth.Having graciously spent sacred moments within both
worlds, I am now called to share. For in these worlds, swimming with cetacean friends and
communicating vibrationally with higher light beings, I have learned much about life and myself
from the time of birth to this present moment. It seems I have spent my whole life living and
remembering this mystical, magical world by weaving in the mysteries of the unknown and
known.

"Hume and Drury explore magical experience and offer an intriguing, ambitious work that is well-
researched, well-written, and entertaining."―Choice--This text refers to the hardcover
edition.Review"The authors of The Varieties of Magical Experience provide a fascinating look at
the development and range of magical practices around the world―from indigenous varieties of
shamanism and magic to the intricate history of the Western Hermetic tradition to modern
magical and religious practices such as Wicca and Thelema. This tremendous range of
practices and perspectives is grounded in solid anthropology, examining the ways in which
humans have historically and still do interact with Other-than-Human Persons in alternate―and
even virtual―realities that include both the familiar worlds of mainstream religions and the less
familiar worlds of more remote or exotic communities. Beginning with a discerning analysis of
transcultural somatic techniques and core experiences including dance, breathing, posture,
sound, and rhythm, the authors explore the various ways these experiences are interpreted and
given value and meaning. Their discussion of the role of participant observation and the vital
need for honesty and reflexivity in collecting fieldwork within religious communities will surely
become a standard for future studies. The Varieties of Magical Experienceis both rigorous and
accessible, sure to become a classic for scholars and students of magical and religious
communities."--Nikki Bado, Associate Professor of Religious Studies, Iowa State University--
This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorLynne Hume, PhD, is associate
professor in the School of History, Philosophy, Religion and Classics at The University of
Queensland, Brisbane, Australia.Nevill Drury, PhD, is an independent historical researcher.--
This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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The best and most beautiful things in this world cannot be seen or even heard but must be felt
with the heart.-Helen Keller LEMURIA REMEMBERED:Through The Eyes Of A
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GratitudeCopyright Celeste Eaton 2014 All Rights Reserved DedicationI am dedicating this
book with deep Love and Gratitude to my special friends who have changed my life through their
interactions with me. Thank you Angels, Dolphins, Whales, Big Foot and all my ET friends seen
and unseen. Introduction Please accept this invitation to journey together, joyfully, through two
sacred spaces: the liquid blue playground of the dolphins and whales, and the luminous,
opalescent realms of angelic beings in Lemuria. The wisdom of these two worlds, populated with
ascending beings of love and light, is of immeasurable wealth.Having graciously spent sacred
moments within both worlds, I am now called to share. For in these worlds, swimming with
cetacean friends and communicating vibrationally with higher light beings, I have learned much
about life and myself from the time of birth to this present moment. It seems I have spent my
whole life living and remembering this mystical, magical world by weaving in the mysteries of the
unknown and known.Growing up, I felt like I was living in two different worlds. Most of youth I had
a feeling like I didn’t belong. It was difficult to understand how or why people around me acted
the way they did. School felt like a strange place. I remember in kindergarten I was standing back
and watching kids jump rope. I was invited to play, yet was too shy. I felt alone and chose to be



alone much of the time, embodying shyness, and only observing others.At age nine, we moved
inland from Fort Bragg on the California coast to Red Bluff California and I realized I had to
become like the other kids. I decided not just observe my classmates, I was to participate in their
activities. I did this knowing if I did as they were doing, I would be accepted. I quickly became
well liked and began to see myself with more confidence.In my high school years I stepped a
little more out of my shyness and to my surprise I began to receive leadership roles; in the song
leader club, the cheerleading squad and even crowned the high school homecoming queen as a
senior!I believe these blessings came to me when I decided to communicate and share the
precious memories of the Lemurian Love and Light. By sharing my love and compassion with
other’s from my Higher Lemurian Heart, I was able to honor and value myself. And by embodying
more of the frequencies I had hidden away, I began to remember more of the mystical world of
Lemuria.Conveying the highlights of adventure would be to envision the awakening the
frequencies of another Time Line. Then, as if “weaving” back and forth through my life, one world
and another, each co-creating the other, I was evolving me into a more true essence of “Who I
Am.”The roles I played (and still in play) were all created by myself and the Divine aspects of the
Prime Creator, God, Source, All That Is, Higher Self and the Greater Being/Essence. I believe
we all have our unique way of communicating the energies that assist each of us in our own
lives.As you probably have sensed, I have led a very unusual life, yet it’s been a wonderful life in
many ways. My daughters use to say, “Why can’t you be a normal mom?” I would reply to them,
“I am not a normal mom, I am an angel!” You can imagine what those words meant to them, that
says it all!I can happily say today that my daughters Renee’ and Kimberlee are my best friends, I
love my family dearly and they love and accept me just the way I am. We have a wonderful
relationship in understanding we are all different, yet alike in so many ways. My family is so very
important to me as I am to them. This is the Lemurian Way.As a child I communicated with the
Fairies and Angels. We spent precious hours together totally understanding it was our destiny to
come together and learn from each other. I feel I was born into my family and environment to
remember and reunite my small Self to my larger Self, all the while influenced with memories of
living the Lemurian way. These frequencies remained with me as part of “Who I Was Then” from
another time line to the “Who I Am Now”, a child of Lemuria Remembering!Remembering
Lemuria wasn’t really a remembering from a time past. It has always been within me, from my
first embodiment onto Mother Earth at the beginning of the Lemurian cycle. My life mission is to
carry the focus and force of the Divine Mother, projecting feminine frequencies to assist others
facing challenges, as well as protecting all of our amazing cetaceans, ocean creatures, and our
wonderful animal friends on land and air.All my life I have loved animals and it is my desire to
save animals. I have to interrelate the Lemurians love for animals. From those first remembering
moments to this present moment, this has been my life focus!
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become like the other kids. I decided not just observe my classmates, I was to participate in their
activities. I did this knowing if I did as they were doing, I would be accepted. I quickly became
well liked and began to see myself with more confidence.In my high school years I stepped a
little more out of my shyness and to my surprise I began to receive leadership roles; in the song
leader club, the cheerleading squad and even crowned the high school homecoming queen as a
senior!I believe these blessings came to me when I decided to communicate and share the
precious memories of the Lemurian Love and Light. By sharing my love and compassion with
other’s from my Higher Lemurian Heart, I was able to honor and value myself. And by embodying
more of the frequencies I had hidden away, I began to remember more of the mystical world of
Lemuria.Conveying the highlights of adventure would be to envision the awakening the
frequencies of another Time Line. Then, as if “weaving” back and forth through my life, one world
and another, each co-creating the other, I was evolving me into a more true essence of “Who I
Am.”The roles I played (and still in play) were all created by myself and the Divine aspects of the
Prime Creator, God, Source, All That Is, Higher Self and the Greater Being/Essence. I believe
we all have our unique way of communicating the energies that assist each of us in our own
lives.As you probably have sensed, I have led a very unusual life, yet it’s been a wonderful life in
many ways. My daughters use to say, “Why can’t you be a normal mom?” I would reply to them,
“I am not a normal mom, I am an angel!” You can imagine what those words meant to them, that
says it all!I can happily say today that my daughters Renee’ and Kimberlee are my best friends, I
love my family dearly and they love and accept me just the way I am. We have a wonderful
relationship in understanding we are all different, yet alike in so many ways. My family is so very
important to me as I am to them. This is the Lemurian Way.As a child I communicated with the
Fairies and Angels. We spent precious hours together totally understanding it was our destiny to
come together and learn from each other. I feel I was born into my family and environment to
remember and reunite my small Self to my larger Self, all the while influenced with memories of
living the Lemurian way. These frequencies remained with me as part of “Who I Was Then” from
another time line to the “Who I Am Now”, a child of Lemuria Remembering!Remembering
Lemuria wasn’t really a remembering from a time past. It has always been within me, from my
first embodiment onto Mother Earth at the beginning of the Lemurian cycle. My life mission is to
carry the focus and force of the Divine Mother, projecting feminine frequencies to assist others
facing challenges, as well as protecting all of our amazing cetaceans, ocean creatures, and our
wonderful animal friends on land and air.All my life I have loved animals and it is my desire to
save animals. I have to interrelate the Lemurians love for animals. From those first remembering
moments to this present moment, this has been my life focus!There is a lot of information
between my entering my first embodiment on the Lemurian time line to this present time line. I
hope you will enjoy my story. It begins with my connection from living in Mt. Shasta’s front yard,
literally seeing mystical Mt. Shasta from the picture window of my home. What a blessing.I would
like to convey to each of my reader’s the true essence the complete fullness of my experiences,
both the mystical, magical and the physical.I entered the blue water environment of the dolphins



and whales in 1994 and have thirty plus years of alternative healing modalities of light and sound
combined with the teachings of Cetacean and Celestial Realms, Teachers of Light, as well as
many Divine Master’s.Come play and be in joy, as together we share a journey you will never
forget!If paradise is calling you and this sounds like something you’d like to do, then I am here for
you! Isn’t it time to celebrate your life by living every wondrous moment? I am looking forward to
meeting and seeing you here, the reader of these sacred words, as we remember and Birth the
New Lemuria of the 5th dimension and beyond!Chapter 1Lemuria, The Land ForgottenBirthing
Again On A New TimelineA Guided Mediation: Journey to LemuriaWhen one is ready to journey
into the interior of Lemuria, a spark of light will appear in front of you. This spark of glimmering
light will begin to grow in human size as a luminescent egg-shape, enfolding you with its
shimmering light. You will begin to rise up in your Lemurian bubble of Love and Light. Drifting
above all thoughts, feelings and emotions, beyond both logic and reason, moving even beyond
time and space, you will find this land that has been forgotten. You will cross the Bridge of
Beliefs into the realm of God/Goddess/All That Is and enter upon Lemuria.As one approaches
Lemuria by air, it’s location is in the Pacific Ocean far from other landmasses. It appears first with
a cloud of mist hanging over a large land mass. Large Mountain peaks shining like obsidian in
the soft mist. One might entirely miss the island when flying over this vista in one’s journey
beyond beliefs. For you might only see the mist that surrounds it and not the land concealed
below.Yet as you descend and emerge through the mist you see before you a most glorious
land, a beautiful huge island. The waters bluer than any blue you have ever seen, glistening with
colors of aqua marine, soft turquoise, steely blue, midnight blue, and the entire spectrum of
ocean blue.This beautiful island, with its white sandy beaches, radiant as crystals of diamonds
and silica, has pure energy radiating and emanating in all directions from all objects. All color
seems more brilliant, more alive here.And the ocean, changing green and blue with the passing
of the hour, is stunning. Gleaming colors of the brilliant sun shine through the soft mist and mix
with the amazing blue of the sky.To the East and West of the island, beaches yield to lush
forests, before giving way to rolling green foothills. The magic and mystic land of Lemuria’s
Interior is encircled with Mountains that provide protection. The interior is known as the Mystic
Land of Lemuria.Those called to these inner lands are called in their dreams, or from their
mystical undertakings, or invited by those of the interior. If you didn’t enter, it was not a decision
based in fear, but rather out of respect. It was not for you to go there.To the North and East,
timberlands shifted into farmlands and rolling hills. Most of the populations lived in the periphery.
Here countryside and families united.In the South and West, Mountains retired to the sea and
were home to rich mining lodes. This protected area was abundant with profitable items used for
mystical experience, including many powerful healing Lemurian crystals.The North to true West
was punctuated with jagged cliffs where high flat lands and fields of tall grass thrived until they
meet the high cliffs and dropped severely.The North was home to rugged Mountain ranges and
rivers that poured straight out to sea. This land was uninhabitable. Inside these Mountains, lay
the sacred interior.Lemuria’s InteriorChildren would be called to go to the interior through their



dreams. Knowing they were called to go for this special training, mystics and dreamers would
travel here during solstices, equinoxes, or special events to seek out travelers, witnesses and
dreamers. Honored invitation was given a message by a Teacher, a Healer, or from Keepers of
the Flame of Truth.These children were called “Crystal Climbers.” Mystics would bring them and
gather those who would travel to the interior. If you were called in by a dream or by insight during
meditation, you would travel for weeks, months, years or even a decade to get to the
destination.Once inside the interior, pillars and columns of stone rise above the lushness of the
tropical forest. Those called (Crystal Climbers) would sit at the base of these pillars and learn to
teleport by altering energies, frequencies, and their very molecules.Crystal Climbers would
sometimes sit for up to six months before they were ready. When the time was right, they would
disappear/teleport 100 to 200 feet up and reappear or re-materialize.Here, above the stone
pillars, the enormous Golden Light Crystal Cities lived. This was your only way to get the top of
the Crystal Cities. Only those called could be there, so no one could judge anyone. No one was
questioned because if you couldn’t go, you didn’t belong.This was the first concept of Heaven
with its golden crystal lights. It was like Shangri-la, these cities of gold and light, cities of Healing,
Teaching and Dreaming. To fulfill your destiny you could spend ten, twenty or thirty years here.
When it was time to go, to return to the exterior, it was done as a Witness or a Guardian of the
Light.Having gained the wisdom needed for those who were to dream dreams for others, the
Crystal Climbers would once again teleport and materialize in the world. It may not be from
where they came, but it would be to where they were called to do what had been
learned.Teachers to teach, Witnesses to witness, Guardianship to guard the light and the Flame
of Truth and the Dreamers would go forth and dream the dream.Lemurian DreamersDreamers
were very rare and special. They were androgynous, opposites, paradoxical, translucent, very
light, and appeared both young and yet old. Most importantly, they could manifest your dreams
for you.Beyond the Dreamers Garden they were found in a gazebo. It is here you would go when
they call for you, only when they were ready to receive you. You would have to be able to answer
their questions correctly. Then they would close their eyes in deep and wondrous sleep and
would Dream your Dream into reality.Lemuria is this land your imagination forgot!Spark your own
imagination to cross the terrain and travel on a quest to find a Dreamer. You too can ask the
Dreamer to dream your dreams into existence, manifesting in physical time and space, not in
Lemuria, but into our world, our reality.If you are ready to rise above all thoughts, feelings and
emotions you have created then cross the Bridge of Beliefs and journey to the interior of Lemuria
and to the Dreamer.You can ask him or her to:Dream me to dream my own living dream to come
true, to awaken my dreams, by building my own dream with help and aid of the Lemurian
Dreamer. Call to have special dreams come true without limits.What Is Lemuria?It is in the God/
Goddess realm of your imagination. It exists beyond the Bridge of Beliefs. It is the land our
imagination has forgotten. It may never be proven in black and white but exists nonetheless. To
Enter, we must rise above reason, thoughts, feelings and emotions and move into nonlinear
experience. Here we travel beyond the Bridge of Beliefs to discover God/Goddess/ All that



is.Only when one is brave enough and courageous enough to suspend our physical illusion and
cross over that bridge into the metaphysical can one find the land that our imagination has
forgotten and find the land of the Dreamer.One of the most important attributes of Lemuria is
dreaming. In illusion, nothing is Real until you make it Real! It becomes real when you give it
dimension, time and space.Watch and look for the changes within your life. There is something
deep inside our subconscious that lay dormant, but it is stirring. Because it is in our
unconsciousness, it may not express itself as “I remember Lemuria.” It can come in as part of
your creativity.One day you might feel so satisfied and excited you may experience the
realization that ‘This is I, becoming more! I have found something I forgot.” A great joy and
mystery unfolding as you are living your life. This magic will become more real when we let it be
“Real” that Lemuria is “Real!”Lemuria is a land—yet it is much more. It is a state of Mind, of
Being. When we are in our “Grace” we can become so much more. Choose to reflect, give
attention, change how you act, how you imagine yourself and let it be “Real.”Lemurian Formula
for Success:Start with Love and end with Love.Be conscious of your imagination.Feel your love,
and love for others.The energy of Lemuria inside us is waiting to rise up. You will know when that
happens because your heart will answer your questions.Lemuria rising is about activating and
raising the Lemurian energy within your new blue green chakra, so you speak without anger or
fear. This is an evolutionary process just as it was in Lemuria.

I would like to convey to each of my reader’s the true essence the complete fullness of my
experiences, both the mystical, magical and the physical.I entered the blue water environment of
the dolphins and whales in 1994 and have thirty plus years of alternative healing modalities of
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remember and Birth the New Lemuria of the 5th dimension and beyond!Chapter 1Lemuria, The
Land ForgottenBirthing Again On A New TimelineA Guided Mediation: Journey to LemuriaWhen
one is ready to journey into the interior of Lemuria, a spark of light will appear in front of you. This
spark of glimmering light will begin to grow in human size as a luminescent egg-shape, enfolding
you with its shimmering light. You will begin to rise up in your Lemurian bubble of Love and Light.
Drifting above all thoughts, feelings and emotions, beyond both logic and reason, moving even
beyond time and space, you will find this land that has been forgotten. You will cross the Bridge
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below.Yet as you descend and emerge through the mist you see before you a most glorious
land, a beautiful huge island. The waters bluer than any blue you have ever seen, glistening with
colors of aqua marine, soft turquoise, steely blue, midnight blue, and the entire spectrum of
ocean blue.This beautiful island, with its white sandy beaches, radiant as crystals of diamonds
and silica, has pure energy radiating and emanating in all directions from all objects. All color
seems more brilliant, more alive here.And the ocean, changing green and blue with the passing
of the hour, is stunning. Gleaming colors of the brilliant sun shine through the soft mist and mix
with the amazing blue of the sky.To the East and West of the island, beaches yield to lush
forests, before giving way to rolling green foothills. The magic and mystic land of Lemuria’s
Interior is encircled with Mountains that provide protection. The interior is known as the Mystic
Land of Lemuria.Those called to these inner lands are called in their dreams, or from their
mystical undertakings, or invited by those of the interior. If you didn’t enter, it was not a decision
based in fear, but rather out of respect. It was not for you to go there.To the North and East,
timberlands shifted into farmlands and rolling hills. Most of the populations lived in the periphery.
Here countryside and families united.In the South and West, Mountains retired to the sea and
were home to rich mining lodes. This protected area was abundant with profitable items used for
mystical experience, including many powerful healing Lemurian crystals.The North to true West
was punctuated with jagged cliffs where high flat lands and fields of tall grass thrived until they
meet the high cliffs and dropped severely.The North was home to rugged Mountain ranges and
rivers that poured straight out to sea. This land was uninhabitable. Inside these Mountains, lay
the sacred interior.Lemuria’s InteriorChildren would be called to go to the interior through their
dreams. Knowing they were called to go for this special training, mystics and dreamers would
travel here during solstices, equinoxes, or special events to seek out travelers, witnesses and
dreamers. Honored invitation was given a message by a Teacher, a Healer, or from Keepers of
the Flame of Truth.These children were called “Crystal Climbers.” Mystics would bring them and
gather those who would travel to the interior. If you were called in by a dream or by insight during
meditation, you would travel for weeks, months, years or even a decade to get to the
destination.Once inside the interior, pillars and columns of stone rise above the lushness of the
tropical forest. Those called (Crystal Climbers) would sit at the base of these pillars and learn to
teleport by altering energies, frequencies, and their very molecules.Crystal Climbers would
sometimes sit for up to six months before they were ready. When the time was right, they would
disappear/teleport 100 to 200 feet up and reappear or re-materialize.Here, above the stone
pillars, the enormous Golden Light Crystal Cities lived. This was your only way to get the top of
the Crystal Cities. Only those called could be there, so no one could judge anyone. No one was
questioned because if you couldn’t go, you didn’t belong.This was the first concept of Heaven
with its golden crystal lights. It was like Shangri-la, these cities of gold and light, cities of Healing,
Teaching and Dreaming. To fulfill your destiny you could spend ten, twenty or thirty years here.
When it was time to go, to return to the exterior, it was done as a Witness or a Guardian of the
Light.Having gained the wisdom needed for those who were to dream dreams for others, the



Crystal Climbers would once again teleport and materialize in the world. It may not be from
where they came, but it would be to where they were called to do what had been
learned.Teachers to teach, Witnesses to witness, Guardianship to guard the light and the Flame
of Truth and the Dreamers would go forth and dream the dream.Lemurian DreamersDreamers
were very rare and special. They were androgynous, opposites, paradoxical, translucent, very
light, and appeared both young and yet old. Most importantly, they could manifest your dreams
for you.Beyond the Dreamers Garden they were found in a gazebo. It is here you would go when
they call for you, only when they were ready to receive you. You would have to be able to answer
their questions correctly. Then they would close their eyes in deep and wondrous sleep and
would Dream your Dream into reality.Lemuria is this land your imagination forgot!Spark your own
imagination to cross the terrain and travel on a quest to find a Dreamer. You too can ask the
Dreamer to dream your dreams into existence, manifesting in physical time and space, not in
Lemuria, but into our world, our reality.If you are ready to rise above all thoughts, feelings and
emotions you have created then cross the Bridge of Beliefs and journey to the interior of Lemuria
and to the Dreamer.You can ask him or her to:Dream me to dream my own living dream to come
true, to awaken my dreams, by building my own dream with help and aid of the Lemurian
Dreamer. Call to have special dreams come true without limits.What Is Lemuria?It is in the God/
Goddess realm of your imagination. It exists beyond the Bridge of Beliefs. It is the land our
imagination has forgotten. It may never be proven in black and white but exists nonetheless. To
Enter, we must rise above reason, thoughts, feelings and emotions and move into nonlinear
experience. Here we travel beyond the Bridge of Beliefs to discover God/Goddess/ All that
is.Only when one is brave enough and courageous enough to suspend our physical illusion and
cross over that bridge into the metaphysical can one find the land that our imagination has
forgotten and find the land of the Dreamer.One of the most important attributes of Lemuria is
dreaming. In illusion, nothing is Real until you make it Real! It becomes real when you give it
dimension, time and space.Watch and look for the changes within your life. There is something
deep inside our subconscious that lay dormant, but it is stirring. Because it is in our
unconsciousness, it may not express itself as “I remember Lemuria.” It can come in as part of
your creativity.One day you might feel so satisfied and excited you may experience the
realization that ‘This is I, becoming more! I have found something I forgot.” A great joy and
mystery unfolding as you are living your life. This magic will become more real when we let it be
“Real” that Lemuria is “Real!”Lemuria is a land—yet it is much more. It is a state of Mind, of
Being. When we are in our “Grace” we can become so much more. Choose to reflect, give
attention, change how you act, how you imagine yourself and let it be “Real.”Lemurian Formula
for Success:Start with Love and end with Love.Be conscious of your imagination.Feel your love,
and love for others.The energy of Lemuria inside us is waiting to rise up. You will know when that
happens because your heart will answer your questions.Lemuria rising is about activating and
raising the Lemurian energy within your new blue green chakra, so you speak without anger or
fear. This is an evolutionary process just as it was in Lemuria.We will learn to raise our heart



energy to the same level of understanding of love and light that the Lemurians experienced in
their times. At that point, our journey of moving from Fear to Love will be replaced with moving
from Love to Light. Embrace our Lemurian energy and help change the world.DNA plays a role
in this journey of raising Lemurian energy. When we move into the fourth dimension we will have
four strands of DNA vibrating. The fourth strand is golden. Fourth-dimensional people live
through their Lemurian energy. They glow around their ears and the tops of their heads, much
like Master Jesus did. As of 2010 Lemuria exists in the fifth dimensional frequencies.Be aware
that your body is now radiating from inside your Heart Chakra, not only your physical heart. We
must speak to our DNA through Intention in order to shut sickness off. We turned the sickness
on, so now we must turn it off.Our bodies connect to the love in our Heart Chakra which lies
underneath our emotional, mental and physical bodies. Our love resides in a blue green heart
chakra, the main force in this journey; because that is the only place our love is safe from our
actions in the world.Our emotions permeate others and the surrounding energy. Physical
appearance is not important. Understand that our physical appearance is a projection of our
understanding of this third-dimensional journey.Our Heart Chakra is filled with pure love and
light. It doesn’t get angry. When a person experiences anger, the Heart Chakra pulls itself in
tighter. So if you go home to a raging partner, just raise your heart energy! If you feel love, that’s
all you need! Your heart never falters.Lemurian HistoryMt. Shasta is not only the present home of
the Lemurians, but it is also an interplanetary and inter-galactic multi-dimensional portal. There
is a huge etheric city of Light above the Mountain called the “Crystal City of Light of the Seven
Rays.”This city is destined to be lowered onto our physical realm and become the first city of
Light to manifest tangibly on the surface of this planet. In order for this to happen, the people
who live here will have to match this vibration in their consciousness.Lemurian Age is said to be
between 4,500,00 BC to 12,000 BC.Lemurians lived in a fifth dimension frequency and could
switch back and forth from the fifth to third at will without any problem. It could be done whenever
it was desired by the intention of the heart energies.The Lemurian Race was a mix of beings that
came mainly from Sirius and Alpha Centauri. My two ET contactee’s are from Alpha Centauri.
Lemuria was really the cradle of civilization on the planet, the “Motherland” who assisted in the
eventual birth of many other civilizations. Atlantis came about at a later time. Lemuria thrived in a
state of Paradise and Magic for a few million of years.As a result of wars between the two major
continents, great devastations took place. Lemuria and Atlantis battled over “ideologies.”
Lemurians believed less evolved cultures should be left alone to continue their own evolution at
their own pace, according to their own understandings and pathways.Atlantis believed the less
evolved cultures should be brought under sway and controlled by the two more evolved
civilizations. This caused a series of thermonuclear war between Atlantis and Lemuria. There
were no winners and the people of the priesthood were informed that within less then 15,000
years their continents would sink completely. People lived an average of 20,000 to 30,000 years.
Atlantis sank 200 years after the sinking of Lemuria.Adama, the High Priest of Telos, he says,
“There are seven major continents, and the continent of Lemuria includes land under the Pacific



Ocean as well as Hawaii, Easter Islands, Fiji, Australia and New Zealand, also land in the Indian
Ocean and Madagascar, east extended to California and part of British Columbia.”California was
part of the Lemurian land. They petitioned Shambala-the-lessor, the head of the Agartha
Network for permission to build a city beneath Mt. Shasta in order to preserve their culture and
records.In order for the permission to be granted and become part of the subterranean Agartha
Network, they had to prove to many such as the Galactic Confederation of planets that they had
learned their lessons of war and aggression. They had to prove they learned the lessons of
“Peace” to become members of the Confederation.Permission was granted—there was already
a large dome cavern existing within Mt. Shasta. They called their city Telos. There are five levels
in the city.My favorite levels are the first and fifth. The First Level, where a large percentage of
people live beneath the dome, houses several temples; the main temple of Ma Ra, a pyramid
shape. It is dedicated to the priesthood of Melchizedek. The pyramid is white, with the capstone,
called the “living stone” donated to us from Venus.The Fifth Level it is totally consecrated to
nature. Tall trees, lakes, parks, and all the animals live here. In this nature level, many plants and
animals have been preserved that are no longer on the surface. Animals are all vegetarians and
do not eat each other.All live side by side in total harmony, without fear and without any
aggression towards people or towards each other. Telos is really the place where the “Lion and
the Lamb lay side-by-side and sleep together in total confidence.”Telos was also the name of
this whole area at this time, including California and a major part of the Southwest United States,
also land north of Mt. Shasta along the west coast up to part of British Columbia.It is interesting
how I lived in these places of Lemuria and feeling the connection in these areas. I lived in Point
Arena, Crescent City in California, and in Brookings Oregon, on the coast of California and
Oregon. I also lived inland in Red Bluff and Redding near Mt. Shasta; the areas were Big Foot
roamed. When I am in Sedona, my heart feels a dolphin connection; they lived in this area when
it was an ocean. The most remembered of all the places I have lived is here in Kona Hawaii
where I live and play with my special friends the dolphins. This is Lemuria!“Telos” means,
“Communicating with Spirit, Oneness with Spirit, Understanding with Spirit.”Adama says, “Only
25,000 people made it into the Mountain and were saved. This was what was left of the
Lemurian culture on the third dimension.” The blast came earlier then expected and the
“Motherland” went down overnight. It came so quickly everyone was unaware of what was
happening. Practically all were sleeping. There we no unusual weather conditions. It was a nice,
starry night.A great part of the Priesthood remained faithful to the “Light” and their sacred calling,
fearless to the end. They sang and prayed as they went down beneath the waves.The melody
they sang was “Auld Lang Syne.” Through this action and sacrifice, choosing to stay together in
groups and singing to the very end, much fear was mitigated and a certain level of harmony was
maintained. Trauma and damage to the “souls” was greatly diminished for the souls who
perished on that starry night.The idea behind this action is that every horrifying experience
leaves a deep traumatic scar in the etheric body, causing cellular memory that takes several
embodiments to heal.I remember being one that sang “Auld Lang Syne” as we were submerging



beneath the waves. I shape-shifted or teleported immediately into the fourth dimensional
frequency where Lemuria had been lifted.
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Diane Brewer, “Personal Journey Storyp. I love personal journey stories, and loved Celeste's.
She is Authentic, Sweet and Interesting....I could very much relate even though our stories are
not much alike there was a real connection made. I look forward to possibly doing one of her
Whale Adventures or Dolphin Swims.”

Linda Applegate, “I enjoyed Celeste's journey with the varied beings that she had .... I enjoyed
Celeste's journey with the varied beings that she had the privilege of connecting with, from Big
Foot to the Whales and Dolphins. A good read for those in discovering more about the great
collaboration of beings assisting mankind on his ascension journey.”

TheresaH, “If you want previously unknown information about Lemuria and much more read this
book.. Learn what the whales and dolphins do for planet Earth and how much work is being
done for the benefit of humanity!”

Winterrose, “Five Stars. Great story, great remembering...”

The book by Celeste Eaton has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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